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1. Login to the web application 
The new version differs between 4 different categories of Users: 

 Customer Admins/Bank Admins based on either Plugin method or OTP (in future) 
(one-Time password) token method 

 Viewing access Users based on personal PIN: 

 
 Plugin Users based on encrypted web browser plugin and password – only for 

viewing or also for payment authorization-this method needs a private key file on USB 
flash or network drive: 
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English version selected 

 OTP (one-time Password) Users based on OTP token access (Response code pwd) 
for Login and Challenge/Response authorization – this category of User is new and 
related to a “Zero footprint technology” which applies internally to ERSTE first and 
can be re-used against other external Banks that are connected (due to application 
translation of the user hash value). 

 
With a 6 digit Response Login code (collected from the display of the OTP calculator). 
 
Remark: OTP Users can be initialized also against other Banks like Group Member Banks of Erste in 
CEE or also other Banks outside the Erste’s network which are supporting Multicash MCFT or EBICS 
based protocol communication. 
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2. Account Reporting 

2.1 General infos  

 
There are 2 new interactive buttons in the UI: 

 Request actual data – fetch new Intrady data “Pre-Posted Items” on demand 

 Request statements data – fetch new Available Balance information on 
demand 

If the button is clicked it shows a confirmation in the form of a Timestamp, integration of 
received data comes within one minute: 

 

2.2. EOD (end of Day) account statements info 

Under Reporting the first menu item needs to be selected to get access to account based 
information like: 
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Here the latest Closing Booking Balance is displayed. 

 
And each account can be selected and controlled for the bookings per each account 
statement Date/No. 

 

2.3. Download physical files from Reporting 

Under Reporting-download physical MT940 menu there are several options to download files 
from the Bank: 
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and for different formats MT, XML, CSV or also as PDF for Swift Confirmation messages. 

2.4. Value dated Balances Info 

In the submenu for Value dated balance the value dated information can be checked and 
sorted in a customer convenient way f.e. sorted per account currency. 
 
If one of the accounts is clicked and chosen, more information can be displayed: 

There is a flag (the last one from top) for Preposted Items which can be changed manually to 
„Show“: 
To see also transactions during the day before the EOD Statement, 
it look like this: 
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Preposted items are marked with a blue ! sign on the left side and sorted at the top of the 
record list. 
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3. Create manual payment orders 
 
For manually created payment transfers the application allows following types of payment 
transfers to be entered if you use the Main Navigation button Payments on the left side: 
 

 
 

 SEPA EUR payment orders within the SEPA zone, 

 National – NON-SEPA for CEE and partly for AT (AT foreign) 

 Erste Confirming (for Reverse Factoring Channel) 

 MT101 (request for Transfer) in a SWIFT Format which can be used for any type of a payment 
order and either directly booked at the receiving bank or indirectly booked via Forwarding from 
the Receiving bank to the account executing Bank 
 

 
 
SDD and SCT 

 
 
All needed local format payments within the Erste Group Bank network or at least in the CEE region 
where also ERSTE is present 

 
 Confirming 

 
 MT101 SWIFT Payment Order 

 In all of these Payment Modules either single or Bulk (“set of payment orders in one 
envelope”) can be created as well as payment templates can be used or created. 
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If f.e. SEPA single Orders is chosen the following picture is shown: 

 
And the 2 major buttons “New Entry” or “New from Template” can be clicked, depending if a re-use of 
a payment template is wished to use or not. 
 
Important Information: depending on the Ordering account Bank either the payments are routed 
Internal (=Neartime to ERSTE AT) or External (via connected BPD of counterparty bank) or for RFT 
forwarding to Erste Group / Erste Bank Austria BPD (=Bank Parameter Datei). 
 
In the menu Order Status the difference can be seen because external payments do receive the 
feedback Status “ES check ok” whereas internal payments gets the additional link “Payment Status 
Feedback” displayed for SEPA or also “ES check ok” for NON-SEPA (f.e. AZV NON-SEPA) payment 
orders. 
 
 

3.1 Differentiation for the Signature Workflow (historical/New) 
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A) Historical (classical way) every created or imported Payment Order /File had to be 
signed under the dedicated Menu „Sign Orders“ either under Manual or Uploaded 
Payments or under Routed files for Authorization (if the original delivery of the 
payment file was coming from a different source f.e. file Upload interface or SWIFT 
net)- as you can see in this view all payment categories are listed and sorted (with 
Status ‘Part. Auth.’ if the Approve before had been done) 

 

 
The record had to be marked left and above the Button for Authorization “Sign” to be clicked. 
 
Due to the new Release of 09/2017 the Signature workflow will be changed by ERSTE to the 
integrated and shortcuted method. 
 

B) With the setup for „Integrated Signature“ method (by the Bank upon 11.09.2017) the 
payment authorization step must be done directly within the relevant payment module 
f.e. in SEPA Payments credit transfers, without the need to switch back to the 
Signature Map under Sign Orders Menu. 
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This is an example of a SEPA Payment order after the Approve and the 5th button from tzhe 
left is the Sign Button directly in this Mask to be used! 
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It requests now the personal signature Password from the User which is enabled to sign this 
payment order. 
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4. Create manual payment orders (external) to / for Erste 
Group Member Banks 

 
Manual payment orders can be created on behalf of any connected 3rd party BANK by using 
exactly the same payment modules on the left side, these can be: 

 An Group Member of ERSTE Group BANK in CEE via BPD connected to other 
Multicash Server 

 An external foreign BANK outside Erste Group Network via BPD connected to an 
different Multicash Server (via MCFT or via EBICS protocol) 

 An external or Erste Group Member BANK like f.e. EBS Erste Bank Serbia connected 
via SWIFT MT940/MT101 service to ERSTE. 

 
The Admin-User of the Customer can control these connections via the View 
Communications – Bank Access Maintenance: 

 
Here all external linked Banks are shown (MCFT or also EBICS). 
If you miss any Bank here, they might be connected differently (either via SWIFT in the 
Background or via Internal way = neartime Interface to the Backend system of ERSTE 
GROUP/ERSTE BANK AT. 
To control this you have to check the view on Account level: 
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shown under the parameter flag “Bank Access” on the right side in the submenu Account 
permissions. 
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5. Create RFT (MT101) payments on behalf of Internal or 
external connected Bank (account holder) 

 
For Sending an RFT (Request for Transfer) payment order in the standardized SWIFT 
MT101 format, different use cases do exist: 
 

 5a. MT101 (direct execution) on behalf of an ERSTE account (EBA/EGB/SPK) held 
in the Core Banking Austria: this method is possible and RFT payment file will be sent 
internally and directly to the Bank’s Backend for routing it to foreign payment 
processing system in ERSTE. Remark: to allow and perform an STP debit booking 
some additional parametrisation has to be done (covered by Implementations Team 
on bank side). 
 

 5b. MT101 (forwarding to internal partner) on behalf of an Group Member CEE 
Bank of ERSTE account: also possible but a decision and check must be done if the 
CEE Bank is already connected externally or it can be mapped externally via MCFT 
BPD or internally routed through Erste Group Backend – but only one of these 2 
options will be possible. 

 

 5c. MT101 (external forwarding) on behalf on a third party SWIFT connected Bank 
account (called SWIFT forwarding on behalf of different account holding BANK): must 
also be checked and can be addressed external or internally, only the BIC of the 
“Routing Bank” in such a relay scenario is not supported. If this BANK is mapped 
already externally then this option is not possible. Therefore a distinction in the setup 
between BIC of ordering BANK and BIC of Routing Bank (f.e. Erste Group as the first 
receiver) is not possible - therefore a limited function is given. 

 

 5d. MT101 (external connected) on behalf of a third party MULTICASH-connected 
Bank: this is possible under certain conditions in the contract and by support of the 
other connected account holding BANK to provide to the customer a BPD file from 
their Multicash Service with the permission to send RFT payment order electronically 
and correctly signed (please respond to your Cash Management adviser contact of 
Erste Group). The setup of such a scenario must be discussed and aligned upfront 
and ideally ensured by so named “Penny Tests”. 
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Here you also have the option to choose between a Single and a Bulk (Multiple Transfer) and 
also either New Entry (create the MT101 payment order from scratch) or New from Template 
(re-use an existing MT101 payment template), 

 
In the mask the major fields are marked Red and must be completed. 
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Second page of the manual MT101 payment mask for defining more data elements. 

 
But information to the Intermediary Bank must be pre aligned with the Bank first, as ERSTE 
is using their own and stored Routing Bank connections anyhow by default. 
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6. Create a file Import (ledger or other finance systems) 
The application allows the file import of created payment files generated in an ERP or 
Treasury or Internal Payroll systems: 

 
Just click on the button “Durchsuchen”. 
And select the appropriate file. 

 
And click on Save above: 
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File import is confirmed. 

 
And has status of Uncompleted Bulk to be found under Payments –SEPA—Bulks 

 
By clicking on the bold marked Ordering account the details can be checked. 
The payment (Bulk) order needs to be finalized, approved and signed for sending to the 
bank. This modus allows also that the payment order details can still be edited or changed 
before. 
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7. Create a file upload for direct signature (ledger or 
other finance systems) 

Under the Navigation menu Payments in each of the submenus’ also a file Upload function is 
offered to use: 
 

 
Where the file can be selected: 
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And after save the upload is confirmed. 

 
The status of the file upload (to be checked in Tracing/Tracing) is: “Open Approval” 
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The details of the uploaded payment order can be seen but not edited by the user or by any 
other user of the application! 

 
After approval the payment order can be signed for sending to the Bank. 
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8. Check Payment Status for SEPA transactions in User 
Interface 

8.1 For SEPA Payments on behalf of ERSTE AT & SPK (Saving Bank) accounts: 

The concrete Matching for SEPA payments (either credit transfers .CCT or direct debits 
.CDD/.CDB) is working for both single and “set of payments” and covers 3 different 
approaches: 

 ad-hoc on demand=manually entered payments,  

 file import-to the Frontend and  

 File upload within the SMO Frontend for authorization, as the CPWe itself extracts 
each payment order (via warehouse feature) and stores this into the menu “Payment 
status report”. 
 

The difference between file import and file upload function, is the fact that after the file import 
the payment orders are editable in the Payment module of SEPA, so corrections or even 
single deletion of payment orders can be done. The workflow is little bit longer than for file 
upload (just as a feed to the Signature function). 

Within the initial targeted neartime period (of max. 15min after payment was 
authorized against the HA successfully)- when the relevant payment status message 
is provided from the banks backend system to the cPWe system - a matching inside 
the cPWe takes place on a single SEPA transaction level in 2 steps: 
 

 First payment status Return Code (File Accepted) from EDIGWY otherwise (File 
Rejected), 

 Second payment Status Return Code after DES – (Datenträger-Eingangs-Steuerung) 
– check 

 
Practically the 2 sequences of the payment status show the customer a neartime feedback of 

1. Payment file has been submitted through the web system to the backend gate of ERSTE, 

and 2. Payment file has been pre-checked and syntactically checked at the Gate before input 

to Payment Processing system. 

Within the cPWe it is possible to identify the payment status of SEPA ERSTE AT payment 

order: 

 Via the “Payment Status Report” hyper-link inside the SEPA Payment Module in the 
very right column “Status”  This method is the ERSTE Recommended way because 
customer users do not need to change navigation menu at the front end, see: 

 
 Via the “Payment Status Report” hyper-Link under “Payments --Track/Tracing” 

submenu or 

 Via the “Payment Status Report” hyper-Link under “Payments -- Order Status” 
submenu or 

 By clicking on the additional submenu under “Payments --Payment Status Report”  
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8.1.1 SEPA Single Payment Order flow: 

 
 
A simple case for one SEPA single credit transfer with an amount of 0,05 EUR, after Finalize, 
Approve  and Signature, the customer sees the Intermediate Status of his Payment: 
Processing which after few seconds when it sent through the “Internal backend Interface” is 
changed to the final status.

 
 
 

 
 
After few seconds the Status for the Internal Payment is changed from Executed to the 
“Payment Status Report”. 
 
Also this Status Link can be clicked and the details of the Payment Status viewed: 
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 About 6-10 minutes after signing the payment, the Payment Status (pain.002) field remains 
empty in the payment’s detail view until the first pain.002 from backed is received. An empty 
payment status field equals to ES check OK for external payments or non-SEPA internal 
payments. The payment is sent to EDIGW via the Host Adapter but first pain.002 status 
message from EDIGW is not received yet. 
  
Currently implemented pain.002 status is:  
 

- ACTC (Payment file accepted / “Datenträger akzeptiert”) – indication that the 
payment file has been successfully received at the backend gateway after cPWe and 
was accepted (format was ok on EDIGW).  

 
- ACSP (Payment file released / “Datenträger freigegeben”) - when the Datenträger 

was sent (automatically or manually) without changes and sent to payments 
processing. It is a near end indication for the customer user that the payment order is 
taken over to Processing and with a high probability will be booked. 

 
- ACWC (Released with modifications / “Freigegeben mit Änderungen”) - when the 

Datenträger was sent with changes: ACWC (with additional info TM01+NCDT/NEDT 
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date changed, C02/AC03+SIBN/CIBN account changed). Remark: this is not a final 
booking status but high probability that it will be booked. 

 
- RJCT (Payment file rejected / “Datenträger nicht akzeptiert”) - when the Datenträger 

is cancelled (“storniert”) by the operator and therefore discarded from further payment 
processing. 
 

- Status Field remains empty for more than 30 minutes (should never happen, means 
that the payment didn’t reach processing at all – system error! 

 
A different method to match a SEPA payment is to go to: 
 
Navigation Menu: “Payments – Payment Status Report” and: 
 
Available filters options are: 

 Date and Time Period 

 Session Type f.e. SEPA credit Transfer 
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 Reference – in this case the E2E Reference of the single payment order and then 
confirmed by clicking on the Submit button.

 
This brings the following result in the front end display:
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Payment is matched, field Payment Status is not filled yet (right Column still empty), but until 
max. 10min later the client can enter again the Payment Status Report mask and will find the 
first Payment Status Return code visible. 
 
For filtering are 3 different options available as explained by Omikron (SMO Ref/InTray/Trx 
Ref): 

 
 SMO Ref: identical with the Reference the customer user sees in the Payment 

Module but with an Prefix Letter f.e. B=Bulk 

 InTray Ref: Payment Module Reference (Warehouse Ref.) 

 Transaction Reference: End-to-end SEPA Reference of the single Payment Order 
 
A check some minutes later the final and current last PAYMENT STATUS can be seen: 

 
Now the customer knows definitely (at least) that his payment order has been released for 
the ERSTE Processing system () and soon and neartime he can check the Intrdy position 
(when it has been configured for his account in Cockpit). From sending the payment to 
seeing the payment on the statements it takes a maximum of 15 minutes (if the user clicks 
on the on-demand statement buttons after 15 minutes a new statement will be fetched and 
he sees the payment after 15 minutes) 
 

8.1.2 SEPA Set of Payment Order flow: 

 
The Second Case is the scenario if multiple SEPA Payment Orders are created / sent 
together (multiple set of payments, so called by Omikron). In addition under the current  
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There are different starting points from which a single SEPA transaction can be controlled: 
Track/Tracing, Order Status, SEPA Payments module or the direct Menue entry under 
Payments – Payment Status Report, the result view at the end is always the same display. 
 

 
 
A Bulk Order (in fact a set or envelope incl. n payments) labelled “APBULK007” with 3 
Payments of (0,10; 0,15 and 0,10) EUR is being created. 
After signing it the customer gets as a first intermediate response the information “Executed”: 

 
 
And display in Payments – Tracking/Tracing: 

Ordering Party 
Account 

Registration Execution Date Label Status 

    Import Amount Action 
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SPIHAT22 - 
AT242050303301842658  

24.04.2017 24.04.2017 APBULK007 Payment Status Report 

Orders in Bulk 3    0,35 EUR   

  

Also the offered Hyperlink to check Payment Status Report (later on) this is already the 
indication and evidence that the internal file Interface to the Backend of ERSTE has taken 
over this SEPA file. 
And checking the Payment Status function (by clicking on it) the customer sees the 3 related! 
Single payment orders listed, exactly these 3 amounts that have been included: 

 
 
Within the neartime period of 15min after Payment authorization the 2 Steps of the Pain.002 
Return will be shown in the Right Column “Payment Status” as: 

 ACTC=File acceptance feedback from EDIGW and 

 Single transfer and “bulk check” from DES entry point – before Release to SEPA or 
non-SEPA Processing systems= ACSP or RJCT (positive/negative) case 

https://cpw.erstegroup.com/smartoffice/32CCM?0.GB.Select%2EClass=CCM&Select%2EProcedure=22&Select%2EReference=17042414183038&Select%2EVersion=9
https://cpw.erstegroup.com/smartoffice/32CCM?0.GB.Select%2EClass=CCM&Select%2EProcedure=22&Select%2EReference=17042414183038&Select%2EVersion=9
https://cpw.erstegroup.com/smartoffice/085xlard.lyo?0.GB._submit.Select%2EDate%2EStartdate=24%2E04%2E2017&Select%2EDate%2EDays=7&Select%2ESessionType=&Select%2EReference%2EValue=17042414183038&Select%2EReference%2EType=0%22
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9. Download a SWIFT bank confirmation pdf for Non-
EUR/non-SEPA payments 

It is possible to request and download a SWIFT confirmation message file (in a pdf format) 
for SWIFT-routed AZV x-border payment orders. The download returns a zip file for 
dedicated ordering account which can be unpacked and used as “pdf evidence” against the 
beneficiary / supplier side that the payment has been routed to the SWIFT Beneficiary Bank. 
 
Therefore the on-demand request can be started at: 

 
As referencing to the ordering account on behalf the transfer was sent, 

 
Shows one result for which the information can be downloaded and saved 
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Zip file to be saved 

 
Now after unpacking the pdf message is available. 
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It is a copy of the outgoing MT103 message to the beneficiary SWIFT Bank of the sent AZV 
transfer. 
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10. Upload ERSTE Confirming Buyer file (XEC) for 
Signature 

 
The new version offers also the possibility of uploading files for the Reverse Factoring 
Service (discounting of electronically delivered Supplier Invoices) of ERSTE from the Buyer 
(our customer) side. 
 

 
Confirming Upload im CPW 
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Then to change to View Track/Tracing and set filter to Confirming 
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If you click on the record and above on ‘Detailed View’ 

 
Then you see each single Invoice records with the information. 
The next step is to Sign the record as it would be a payment order file. The communication 
after Signing is triggered automatically and internal to the Backend Gate of ERSTE. 
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11. Create SEPA direct debit  
The menu of the SEPA payments covers also the Direct Debits transactions (manual orders, 
file import and file upload). Additionally for performing SEPA direct debit orders the Creditor 
needs a valid agreement with the Creditor Bank (incl. a Creditor ID) plus a valid mandate 
with its debtor. 

 
For SDD also Bulk payments, Standing orders and templates can be used. 

 
The red fields are mandatory and needs to be filled. 
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The first bank that received them separates between the 2 existing SDD schemes: 
DirectDebit (CORE) and B2B. The big difference is that for the creditor the B2B scheme 
when used is final and not easily reversible when the mandate is valid. It gives more 
sureness for the Creditor that the funds collected will stay on his side. 
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12. Control payment orders  

12.1 via Order Status View (after authorisation) 

 
The parameter Session Type opens a selection box to filter for the relevant payment type: 

 
F.e. to check the latest RFT (MT101) payment orders – this view is to control payment orders 
that have been already sent to the first receipt server of the Bank. 

12.2 Via Payment Status Report View (after sending) 

This special sub view is a new feature developed for giving our customers the possibility 
directly to receive and match on single transaction basis the payment status of SEPA 
payments sent internally to the Bank for neartime booking. The feature is solid build and 
relies on the ERSTE Banks generated pain.002 XML data files that contains the several 
status ISO Codes which are displayed: 
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The selection criteria must be prefilled and then to click on the Submit button: 

 
The results are displayed f.e. ACWC and seen in detail when clicking on it: 
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The feedback at the moment goes until the gate of the submitting to the ERSTE xml payment 
Processing System. 

12.3 Via Sent external Orders View (after sending) 

This order (the former File Manager function) contains the evidence of all externally sent 
payment orders against any externally connected Bank. 
It completes the picture because in the Order Status only basic information is visible, the 
Sent Orders View contains a detailed answer code plus text from the external connected 
Multicash Server: 

 
And if the select flag is activated: 
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12.4 Via Tracking/Tracing View (before sending) 
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File Upload example for CD1 COR1 SDD direct debit 

 
Result message after Save 
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Now go to Sign Orders – Manual Payment Orders – Set Filters to Type File Upload and click 
Submit 
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Now the imported CD1 direct debit transaction is visible on the first line (CD1, -3,00 EUR) 
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After click on the green Symbol Approve the status was set to Processing 
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And half a minute later to a new status Executed. 
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Therefore the Record is transferred to the other Menu “Routed file for Authorization” at the 
top line CD1 with Amount 3,00. Now the client is able to apply either a single signature or 
collective Signatures (pair of) and to send the file then finally via “Communication- Sent 
Orders View” menu to the bank server for acceptance. 
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Single signature has been accepted – ES done set to 1 (one). 
Now either the second signature can be applied to fulfill the parameter ES needed 2 (two) or 
if on the ordering account one signature is setup and enough, the file can be sent now to the 
bank server by initiating the communication (via MCFT), for EBICS communication it is 
necessary to click before the sending the button ES complete on the top bar. 
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Mark the line and then click on the Send file button on the top bar. 
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Communication was done but for type CD1 on the bank server the rights have not been 
activated (just as an example) normally the bank server is answering with the message ES 
check OK. 
Corporate Payment.Wizard 
 
Documentation of the Payment Workflows in „Integrated Signature Modus“: 
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Create manual SEPA Payments – New Entry 

 
Payment fields must be entered, ordering party and beneficiary can be selected. Red fields 
are mandatory. 
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Now all payment transfer details are finished – click on the Save button in the left upper 
corner. 

 
The payment transfer is still editable. 
Next step is to finalize and approve the payment transfer: 
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After Finalize button click 

 
Now Approve to be done: 
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Last step for Authorization: Sign button is active on top of the screen! 

 
Now it refers to the mapped USB Stick for the signature – if setup User ID is read out from 
USB Stick and just Signature password has to be entered manually: 
And click on Sign this file 
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Signature was taken – and if only single signature is setup in the User Permissions by the 
Administrator then the file is going immediately on Status “Processing”. 

 
If Payment Authorisation would be set to “collective Signature” – User Parameter “Together” 
instead of “Alone” – then the payment order would be waiting for a second Signature done by 
different User and if done so the payment would be taken by the internal scheduler for 
sending it. 
 
Besides the manual payment creation for all payment types (SEPA, NON-SEPA, ATF or 
MT101 or also CEE national formats,) two other Interfaces for File Import and File Upload for 
prepared Payment files from Ledger System or ERP Tools or Treasury Tools can be used, 
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especially for larger amount of payment transfers. The web Interface process for the 
Payment.Wizard is as follows: 

 
f.e. file upload 
click on “Durchsuchen” 

 
After Selection of the file click on Save, 
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Of course this Interface is checking if the payment file and type matches f.e. SEPA SDD 
COR1 and if the ordering or creditor account inside the file is existing in the database and if 
the user has permissions to upload or import any file for that account – otherwise the file 
import is refused as you can see in the following message. 

 
Another attempt with a MT101 payment file (type .RFT) 
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Positive Result of the File Upload. 
 
Now this payment file can afterwards only either be deleted or Authorized by electronic 
signature! 

 
Going to Menu Payments- Track and Tracing and set Filters to MT101 type and “File Upload” 
and click on Submit Button: 
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Payment is found 23,00 EUR – Status Open Approval 

 
Click on File Details possible 
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And Back Button as well 

 
And after Approve Button – the Sign Button gets active – same Procedure as Payment would 
be entered manually. 
 
And also in each Payment Module – a File Import Interface to import a payment file is 
possible and offered. Via this function after the File Import changing, editing or deleting of 
certain payment transfers is possible – via File Upload not! 
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And click on Save 

 
File was imported. 
 
And is found in the appropriate Payment Module (MT101) later for further processing. 
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If clicked more details are shown: 

 
And of course Finalize Button is active – as the bulk is still editable. 
The rest is same procedure as for manual payment transfers 
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13. Communication Menu 

13.1 Administration of Communication 

 
In this menu all functions around Communication between Customer side and Bank are 
allocated. The most important sub menu is: Bank access Maintenance, because it shows up 
all external connected Banks of the customer: MCFT, EBICS or directly linked. 

 
The MCFT Banks starts with a prefix of 0_x, the EBICS Banks starts with a prefix of 20_y, for 
each Bank connection a detail view exists: 
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It is not recommended to edit the details without contacting the internal Administrator and/or 
the Bank as it has a huge impact on the bank communication. 
The other sub functions should be explained by or discussed with the Helpdesk Team 
especially when the operation of a new customer starts. 
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14. Administration Menu 

14.1 Permission Management 

14.1.1 User Permission: 

 
Each User (ID) needs to be set up and has a defined set of activations on rights within the 
application: 
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This user permission matrix allows it to define precisely which basic cash management 
functions for which types of payments or reporting a certain user can receive. This task 
should be done by some administrator or power user within the corporate that understands 
the background. 

 
With the flag “Accounts” for each user the available company accounts have to be allocated 
and linked otherwise the user has no access and even don’t see the accounts in the 
Frontend. 
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14.2 Management of Ordering Parties 

This menu allows the management of ordering data stored for payments as: 

 
For each Payment module this can be maintained. 
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14.3 Management of Beneficiaries 

The same applies for the beneficiary side: 
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Here based on the filter it can be shown as the user or customer list or both 

 


